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Abstract.

The leading variability mode of the coupled troposphere-stratosphere

winter circulationin the Northern Hemisphere(NH) describesa closerelationship
between the strength of the stratospheric cyclonic vortex and the index of a
tropospheric wave-like pattern covering the North Atlantic-Eurasian region. This
mode can be determined by applying singular value decompositionanalysisbetween
the time series of winter mean NH 50- and 500-hPa geopotential heights. We
comparedthe features of the leading coupledvariability mode between two climate
regimes, determined from a 1900-year integration with the coupled atmosphereocean climate model ECHAM3-LSG. The two regimes differ on the interdecadal
timescale in the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex and therefore in the
transmission-refractionproperties of vertically propagating tropospheric waves.
The spatial structures of the leading coupled variability mode of observational data
better match the correspondingstructuresof the model's weak polar vortex regime
(PVR) than those of the strongone. Becauseof the more effectivetropospheric
trapping of stationarywaveenergyof zonal wavenumber (ZWN)2 at midlatitudes,
the zonal variability structure of this wave is changedby barotropic effectsin the
troposphere as well as in the stratosphere. The coupled troposphere-stratosphere
mode and the response of winter circulation were studied in a climate-change
experiment carried out with the same model. We could show that under increased
greenhousegasforcing, both the responseand the coupledvariability mode between
troposphericand stratosphericcirculation itself has a high similarity to the leading
coupledmode in the strong PVR.
1.

Introduction

During the cold seasonthe stratosphere and troposphere are dynamically linked by wave-mean flow in-

lies, while positive anomalies are observed in midlatitudes over the western Atlantic, western Europe, and
eastern Asia. As a result, the tropospheric west wind

over the North Atlantic is anomalouslystrong, corre-

teraction[Charneyand Drazin, 1961;Matsuno,1970]. spondingto a positive index of the North Atlantic OsTo isolate fundamental spatial structures characterizcillation(NAO). Tropospheric
circulationanomaliesof
ing this dynamicalinteraction, the quasi-stationarycou- the opposite sign are found when the stratosphericpopled variability modesbetween tropospheric and stratolar vortex is anomalouslyweak. Thompson and Wallace
spheric winter circulation of the Northern Hemisphere

[1998]showedthat the ArcticOscillation(AO), which
(NH) were determined[Baldwinet al., 1994; Cheng has a center of action more over the Arctic than the
and Dunkerton, 1995; Kodera et al., 1996; Perlwitz and

NAO, is related to the variability of the strength of
the stratosphericpolar vortex. The leading coupled
The leadingvariability mode of NH troposphericand mode is also linked to pronouncedregional anomalies
stratosphericwinter circulation showsthat the strength in both lower tropospheric temperature and precipitaof the stratosphericpolar vortex is closelyrelated to an
tion[Thompsonand Wallace,1998;Koideand Kodera,
index of a well-definedteleconnectionpattern of midtro- 1999; Thompson and Wallace, 1999; Perlwitz and Graf,
posphericgeopotentialheights. If the stratosphericpo- 1995].BaldwinandDunkerton[1999]foundthat the 90lar vortex is anomalously strong, the center of action day low-pass-filtered anomaliesof the AO, which is repoverthe Greenland-DavisStrait showsnegativeanoma- resented by the leading empirical orthogonal function

Graf, 1995].

(EOF) of variabilityof wintertimegeopotentialbetween
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1000 and 10 hPa, typically appear first in the stratosphere and propagate downward to the surface within
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about 3 weeks. Kitoh et al. [1996]showedthat the
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anomaly patterns of tropospheric circulation related to
the variation of the strength of the stratospheric polarnight vortex are similar in observations and their climate

model.

The positive phase of this leading coupled mode, corresponding to an anomalously strong polar-night vortex, can be exaggerated by stratospheric aerosol froin

tropical volcaniceruptions[Kodera,1994; Graf et al.,
1993]and at the end of borealwinter by reducedozone
concentrationin the lower stratosphere[Graf et al.,
1998].Resultsfrom a globalclimatemodelincludingan
interactive parameterization of stratospheric chemistry
show that solar activity affects tropospheric climate becauseupper stratospheric ozone changesexaggeratethe
leading variability mode of the coupled troposphere-

stratosphere
circulation[Shindellet al., 1999b].
There is an increasingbody of evidencethat not only
interannual

but

also observed

interdecadal

variations

of the winter circulation are manifested by this lead-

IN DIFFERENT

CLIMATE

REGIMES

experiment, carried out with the same AOGCM.
The plan of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the used data and analysis method. Aspects of
the structure and couplingbetween the troposphereand
stratosphere in the control integration are discussedin
section 3. The leading coupled atmospheric modes in
the model's strong and weak polar vortex regimes are
shownin section4. In section5 we discussthe exaggeration of the leading coupledmode by increasedGHG concentration and the features of the coupled mode under
increased anthropogenicforcing. The discussionand
conclusionsare given in section 6.

2. Data and Applied Analysis Method
We studied a long-term control integration of 1900
years and a GHG experiment forced with observed
CO2 concentrations froin 1880 to 1985 and concentra-

tions accordingto the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-

ing variabilitymodeof atmospheric
circulation[Kodera mate Change(IPCC) scenarioA (businessas usual)
et al., 1990]Dom1986to 2084. Boththe conand Koide, 1997; Thompson et al., 1999; Graf et al., [Houghton
1995,1998].The observed
40-yearcoldseason
trendpat- trol run and the experiment were carried out with the
AOGCM ECHAM3-LSG. The atmosphericcirculation
model ECHAM3, a global low-order spectral model, is
a version of the European Center operational weather
forecast model with physical parameterizations mod-

terns of stratospheric circulation and both tropospheric
circulation and temperature have a high similarity to
the associated patterns correspondingto the positive
phase of the leading coupled variability mode.
The main goal of this paper is to discuss the features of the leading coupled variability mode of winter mean troposphere-stratosphere circulation, as they
appear on the interannual timescale, in two different
climate regimes. The two regimes differ in the mean
strength of the stratospheric polar vortex. A preferred
excitation of a strong polar vortex by external forcing or internal variability of the coupled atmosphereocean climate system over several years may lead to
a preferred trapping of planetary wave energy in the
troposphere. This may change the structure of these
coupled variability modes of atmospheric circulation

mode, inherent in this model integration. The AOGCM
ECHAM3-LSG has been usedfor climate changestud-

determined

ies,sensitivityexperiments,
anddetectionstudies[Has-

with

linear

statistical

methods.

The

ob-

served records of tropospheric and stratospheric circu-

ified for climate modelingpurposes[Roeckneret al.,
1992].The modelwasrun with a triangulartruncation
at wavenumber21 (T21), corresponding
to a horizontal
resolution of about 5.6 ø, and with 19 vertical levels between the Earth's

surface and 10 hPa. The ocean model

usedwasthe largescalegeostrophic
model(LSG) based
on primitiveequations[Maier-Reimeret al., 1993].The
coupled model and the first 500 years of the control

run were describedby Vosset al. [1998]. Timmetmannet al. [1998]studieda coupledatmosphere-ocean

selmann et al., 1995; Cubaschet al., 1997; Hegerl et al.,

lation (about 42 years) are too short for the investiga- 1997]. The ECHAM3 model,coupledwith a chemical
tion of variability modes in a strong polar vortex state.
For the determination of coupled modes with multivariate statistical methods, a higher number of realizations is needed to gain reliable analysisresults. Therefore we used the 1900-year control integration carried
out with the coupled atmosphere-oceangeneral circu-

moduleCHEM [Steilet al., 1998],wasusedby Dameris
et al. [1998]to estimatethe future developmentof the

stratosphereis only marginally represented. Feser et al.

correlation

[1999]showedthat secularvariabilityof the strengthof

One objective of this paper is to conaparedifferent samples of the model integration in representing
the simultaneous temporal variability of tropospheric

ozonelayer superposedon an increasedGHG forcing.
We used National

Centers for Environmental

Predic-

tion (NCEP) reanalysisdata [Kalnayet al., 1996]for

the comparisonbetween model and observationalpatlation model (AOGCM) ECHAM3-LSG, althoughits terns. The similarity of the patterns is given by pattern

the stratosphericpolar-night vortex can be found in this
integration. The knowledgeabout the spatial structures
of the leading coupled mode in a strong polar vortex
regime will be used for the understanding of features
of both the coupled variability under increased anthro-

coefficients.

and stratospheric circulation.

Because we are inter-

estedin covariancestructures,singularvalue decompo-

sition (SVD) analysisis applied[Cherry, 1996]. The
pogenicgreenhouse
gas (GHG) forcingand the struc- SVD analysis is a generalization of the EOF analyture of climate change responseof the atmospheric cir- sis. The latter methoddetermines
patterns(EOFs) deculation itself. For this study we used a climate change scribing m•inmm

variance in a single field, whereas
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SVD analysisselectsthe patterns (singularpatterns) seesawbetween high and middle latitudes, whereas the
which describe maximum

covariance between

two fields.

This multivariate method was highly recommendedby

closest relationship can be found over the North Atlantic region. The fraction of explained total squared

Brethertonet al. [1992]and Wallaceet al. [1992]for covarianceof the first (leading)modeis lessin the model
(60%) than in observational
data (76%) determinedon

isolating coupled modes of variability between the time
series of two geophysicalfields. Since the publication
of these two papers, the SVD analysis has become a
common method in climate research. SVD analysis
seemsto be predestined for a comparisonof preferred
coupled modes becausethe statistical results are easy
to interpret and require no user-suppliedparameters

the basis of observed 41 winter means. Nevertheless,
the model's leading mode is well separatedfrom the sec-

ond mode, explaining22% of total squaredcovariance.
The correlation between the expansion coefficients of

the singularpatterns (not shown)is 0.66.
There

are sonhe notable

differences

between

observa-

[Brethertonet al., 1992]. Precautions
for avoidingthe tions and the climate model in the spatial structure of
In this section we want to focus on the
occurrenceof spuriouscorrelated patterns between two this mode.
fields using this method were stressedby Newman and stratosphericpart of the coupledcirculation mode. FigSardeshmukh
[1995]. This riskis increased
if the sam- ure 1 shows the 50-hPa geopotential height field replesizeis small[Bretherton
et al., 1992:Cherry,1996]. gressedonto the tinheseriesof the expansioncoefficients
However,the sameproblemalsoexistswhenusingother of the 50-hPa singular pattern. The variability center
statistical techniques.
of the stratospheric polar vortex is displaced toward
We applied SVD analysisbetweenthe NH (north of the Pacific in the model, whereas it is stronger over

20øN) 50- and 500-hPageopotentialheightson the ba- the North Atlantic in observational data. The interansisof winter means(Decemberto February). The tinhe nual variability of the model's stratosphericpolar-night
seriesat the grid points were weightedwith the square vortex, as depicted in this coupled mode, is remarkroot of the cosineof the geographicallatitude. Thus ably lessthan in observations. Over the North Pole the
our analysis agreeswith the approach of Baldwin et al.

variability corresponding to one standard deviation of

[1994].They determinedthe leadingcoupledmodeon the index time series of the stratospheric field is, with
the basisof winter mean observationsusing SVD anal- approximately120 geopotentialmeters(gpm), only alysis. We showhomogeneous
and heterogeneous
regres- mosthalf as largeas observed(210gpm). One reasonis
sion and correlationpatterns as describedby Brether- an overly strong polar-night vortex, which is a common
ton et al. [1992]and ChengandDunkerton[1995].The bias in most climate modelswith an upper boundary set
maps of regressioncoefficientsshowncorrespondto one already at 10 hPa. This reducesthe possibilityof disturstandard deviation (rr) of the temporal expansioncoef- bances of the stratospheric circulation by tropospheric
ficientsof the SVD singularpatterns.
planetarywaves[Bovilleand Cheng,1988]andtherefore
We have stated that the leading coupled mode of the variability in the strength of the stratosphericpolar
stratosphericand troposphericcirculation depicts a re- vortex. As a result, at the 50-hPa pressure level, the
lationshipbetweenthe strengthof the stratosphericcyclonic vortex and the index of a troposphericwave-like
pattern and that this mode evolves from the interac-

tion between tropospheric ultralong planetary waves
and the mean stratosphericflow. Thus the leadingcoupled mode betweentroposphericand stratosphericwinter circulationreflectsnot only a mathematicalfiltering

(by maximizingthe covariance)but also a dynamical
one, and the hemispheric variability modes of atmospheric circulation are isolated in context of a specific
physical process.

3. $tratospheric Features of the
Leading Coupled Mode in the
ECHAM3-LSG

Model
0oœ

The leading coupled variability mode between the
time seriesof NH 50- and 500-hPa geopotentialheights Figure 1. Winter mean Northern Henrisphere(NH)
in the 1900-yearintegration of the ECHAM3-LSG mod- 50-hPa geopotentialheightsregressedonto temporal exel captured the main relationship found in observational pansion coefficientsof the 50-hPa singular pattern of
the leading atmospheric circulation mode, determined

data [e.g.,Baldwinet al., 1994].The coupledvariability from singularvalid decomposition(SVD) analysisbemode describesthe connectionbetweenthe strength of tween the tinhe series of the 50- and 500-hPa geopothe stratosphericpolar vortex and a troposphericcircu- tential height field. Contour interval is 20 geopotential
lation pattern characterizedby a hemisphericpressure meters (gpm). Positivevaluesare shaded.
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long-term winter mean temperature at the North Pole
amounts to -78øC, which is 9 K colder than observed

IN DIFFERENT

CLIMATE

REGIMES

a)

(-69øC), and the long-timemean westwind at 60øN
is 9 m/s strongerthan observed.Anothercausefor the
reduced variability of the strength of the stratospheric
polar vortex in the model results from the absence of

30

externalforcing(e.g., volcaniceruptionsand solaractivity) and of the quasi-biennialoscillation(QBO) in the

50

70

tropical stratosphere. The phase of the QBO, through
modulation of the zonal mean zonal wind, affects the

lOO

upward and equatorward propagation of ultralong plan-

etary waves[Dunkertonand Baldwin.1991].
We studied

the differences

in the meridional

and ver-

tical propagation of stationary wavesbetween the two

statesof the leadingcoupledmode (anomalously
weak
and strong polar vortex) in the controlintegration of the
climate model. As a diagnostictool, the Eliassen-Palm

flux (E-P flux) is used,whichindicatesthe waveactivity
and energy propagation. We selectedthe compositesof
the E-P flux for the two states on the basis of temporal
expansioncoefficientsof the 50-hPa pattern of the leading mode. From the 1899 individual winter means, 305
years were characterized by an anomalouslystrong po-

b)

lar vortex (or> 1). The compositefor an anomalously
weak stratosphericvortex (or < -1) is calculatedfrom
30

289 years.
The

meridional

cross section

of the difference

vec-

tor of the E-P flux composites(not shown) exhibits

50,

the known features of energy flux when the influence
of the strength of stratospheric polar vortex is studied

7O

[Boville.1984;Koderaand Koide, 1997].Whenthe polar vortex is anomalouslystrong, the vertical propagation of stationary wave energy in the stratosphereand
the northward flux within the troposphereare significantly reduced, indicating an anomalouslystrong trapping of stationary wave energy in the troposphere. We
also determined compositesof the E-P flux for the individual st•ationaryzonal wavesby expandingthe geopotential height fields in their zonal Fortrier harmonics.
The

contribution

of the individual
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Figure 2. Meridional crosssectionof differencevectors
E-P flux is additive and depends on the square of the
betweenthe composites
of the Eliassen-Palm(E-P) flux
amplitude and the latitudinal and vertical derivatives (strongminus weak polar vortex state) for (a) zonal

of the phaseof the individual waves[Andrewset al., wavenumbe,'(ZWN) 1 and (b) ZWN 2. 'Thearrowscale
1987]. Figure 2 showsthe meridionalcrosssectionof amountsto 2.0 x 10skgs-x. The verticalscalingfactor
the difference
vectors(strongminusweakpolarvortex) c is 125.
for the zonalwavenumbers(ZWNs) 1 and 2. When the
polar vortex is anomalously strong, the vertical propagation of wave energy of ZWN 1 in the stratosphereis

rex state dominates.A reducedvertical propagationof
ZWN 2 into the stratosphere and a reduced northward
40ø and 50øN, and an increasedsouthwardpropagation propagation in the midtroposphere can be found. As
in the midtroposphere can be found. Thus planetary a consequenceof the reduced propagation of wave enwave energy of ZWN 1 is more effectively trapped in ergy into the stratosphere by waves of ZWN 1 and 2,
the troposphere at high latitudes in the strong polar the North Pole temperature at the 50-hPa level is sigvortex state than in the weak one.
At midlatitudes
nificantlylower (-81øC) than in the weak polar vortex
(between40ø and 60øN), a more effectivetrappingof case (-76øC). The discussedresultsaxe significantat
stationary wave energy of ZWN 2 in a strong polar vor- least at the 95% level.
reduced

between

60 ø and 85øN

but increased

between
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avoid N<_• becoming zero, both N<_• and N<• were
set equal to 1 before counting. Figure 3 showsthe time

series of this ratio at the 50-hPa level, determined for
overlapping 30-year periods. This smoothed time series
does not emphasizesingle extreme anomalies as does a
The preferred exaggerationof a strong polar-night 30-year running average.
The visual inspectionof this time seriesshowsa provortex in a particular analysisperiod may changethe
structureof linear variability modesin the atmospheric nouncedsecularvariability, characterizedby periodsin
circulation becausethe waves are trapped more effec- which an anomalously strong vortex is more often extively in the troposphere. We used the studied long- cited than an anomalously weak one or vice versa. The
term integration of AOGCM ECHAM3-LSG to com- respectiveperiodswhich clearly differ in the preference
pare the leading coupledmode on the interannual time- of a strong and weak stratospheric vortex are called
scale in a s•rmlg anu wea• pu,ai vul•cx •,,•.
F•½r •u"8
""•'-' .....
•'•" "-•t'•'•,
-'
^'-" vortex re gifiles (PVR) .

4.1. The Definition of the Strong and Weak
Polar Vortex Regime

I

I

_ 1 .......

•_ ....

œ_ œ_

el •1. [1999]studiedthe interanimalvariabilityof winter mean NH zonal mean zonal wind in the long-term
integration of the ECHAM3-LSG model and found considerablevariationson the seculartimescale. Following
the linear theory, the vertical propagationof planetary
wavesinto the stratospheredependson a critical velocity which decreases
with an increasingzonal wavenum-

4.2. The Leading Coupled Mode in the Strong
and

Weak

PVR

To study the interannual coupledvariability between
troposphericand stratosphericwinter circulation in the
climate model within the two PVRs, we selectedperi-

odspermanentlycharacterized
by a ratio rat30 larger
ber [Charneyand Drazin, 1961]. Thus linear changes (smaller)than one standarddeviation[(Tlog(rat3o
)
in the strength of the stratosphericpolar vortex can 0.23]. The composed
time seriesfor the strong(weak)
be connectedwith nonlinear effectsin tropospheric cir- PVR consistof a total of 174 (194) years. We applied

culation becausea critical velocity for a specificwave the SVD analysisbetween the 50- and 500-hPa geopoWe took into consideration
this threshold
tential height fields for the composeddata set of the
problem for the selection of periods which are charac- strong and weak PVR, separately. As expected, the toterized by a preferredexaggerationof a strong or weak tal covariancebetween the NH 50- and 500-hPa geopopolar vortex in the control run. We counted how often tential fields is higher in the weak than in the strong
the expansioncoefficientof the singular pattern of the PVR. The extra covariance in the weak PVR is mainly
50-hPafield is larger (smaller)than rr (-rr) duringa concentratedin the first SVD mode, explaining61% of
30-yearperiod,wherecris the long-termstandarddevi- total squared covariance, whereas the fraction amounts
ation of the temporalexpansioncoefficients.In the fol- to 52% in the strongPVR.
is involved.

lowing,N>a and N<_a standfor the numberof positive
Figure4 comparesthe associated(heterogeneous)
reand negativeenhancements,
respectively.In section3 gressionpatterns of the strong and weak PVR. The
we have shown that the characteristics of vertical prop-

shading representsthe heterogeneouscorrelation pat-

agationfor wavesof ZWN 1 and 2 are differentbetween terns. The light and dark shadingsindicate "remarkboth states. We usedthe ratio rat3o -- N>•/N<_• as able" absolute correlation coefficientslarger than 0.3
a measure which indicates the preferenceof the posi- and 0.5, respectively(a correlation coefficientof 0.2
tive enhancement(ratao > 1, anomalouslystrongpolar is already significantat the 95% level). The pattern
vortex) or the negativeenhancement
(0 < rat3o • 1, correlation between the regressionpatterns of the obanomalouslyweak polar vortex) of the regression
pat- servationsand a model regime indicate that the weak
tern (Figure1) within the studied30-yearperiod. To PVR of the model better matches the observed mode
than the model's strong PVR. The agreement of the
500-hPa patterns between observations and the weak

(strong) PVR further increases(decreases)when the
spatial structuresnorth of 35øN (insteadof 20øN) are
compared.The 50-hPapattern of the weak PVR (Figure 4a) clearly showsa pronouncedcircumpolarpres-

1

sure seesaw,whereas the correspondingpattern of the

strongPVR (Figure 4b) depictsa more zonally asym0

200

400

600

800

1000

model year

1200

1400

1600

1800

metric structure.

This becomes clear from Table 1,

which contains the zonal mean geostrophicwind and
Figure 3. Time seriesof the ratio of numbersof pos- the amplitudes of both ZWNs i and 2 at 58øN of the
itive to negative enhancementof the strength of the 50- and 500-hPa regressionpatterns shownin Figure 4.
stratosphericpolar vortex for overlapping30-year peri- This latitude is representative for the latitude belt beods as described in text.
tween 50ø and 70øN. In comparisonwith the weak PVR,
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geopotentialheightsbetweenboth regimesmainly resuitsfrom a higheramplitudeof the ZWN 2 component
in midlatitudesin the strongPVR. At the sametime,
the variability of wavesof ZWN 1 is reducedin the pattern of the strongPVR between35ø and 45øN.At 42øN
the reduction amountsto about 4 gpm. As a result of
these differences in the zonal wave structure

of the cou-

pledvariabilitypatterns.the nodelinebetweenpositive
and negative anomalies over both the North Atlantic
and the North Pacific is shifted southward in the strong
PVR

relative

to the weak one. Over the North

Atlantic

this shift is quite small (about 5ø), but over the North
Pacific
. ,,,•5•..'*"+•...'•'•?!
'""•-.• •'.'--'•.':,•i...'...'..•.

it amounts

to about

20 ø.

During winter, owing to advectiveprocesses,circulation anomalies are closely related to lower tropospheric
temperature anomalies. The 850-hPa temperatures regressedonto temporal expansioncoefficientsof the 50hPa singular pattern are given in Figure 5. Again,
the regressionpattern of the weak PVR better matches

.

., . :•g
..
.-.•' '•,;;.."!•.•-':•..
•- :

the observations
[KoideandKodera,1999;Perlwitzand
Graf, 1995]than the patternof the strongPVR, which

•... C:•":•.,..,.•::ij•
•'

exhibits a pronouncedcold-ocean-warm-landvariation

ß
•iõ,r•

•.

0.6!

between

50 ø and 80øN.

Comparing the regressionpatterns of the 500-hPa

Regressionpatterns of SYD analysisbe-

fieldbetweenthe model'sweakPVR (Figure4c) andobheightsfor the weak and strong polar vortex regimes servations, a difference in the positions of the positive
(PVRs): (a) 50 hPa, weak PVR, (b) 50 hPa, strong and negative centers of the 500-hPa pressure anonhatween the time seriesof 50- and 500-hPa geopotential

PVR, (c) 500hPa, weakPVR, and (d) 500hPa, strong

lies over the North

Atlantic

can be found.

In observa-

PVR. The contourintervalsare 20gpm (50-hPa maps) tions, an anoma16usly
strongvortex is connectedwith a
and 10gpm(500-hPamaps). The light (din'k)shading
stronger
than
normal
southwesterly
wind over the eastindicates that the absolute correlation coefficients beern
North
Atlantic,
causing
an
intensified
advection of
tween the tinhe seriesof the expansioncoefficientsand
mild
and
wet
maritime
air
to
northwest
Europe
[Koide
of the localgeopotential
heightsexceeds0.3 (0.5). The
numbersin the bottom right corner of each panel in- and Kodera, 1999; Perlwitz and Graf, 1995]. In the
dicate the pattern correlationcoefficientsbetween the model's weak PVR the North Atlantic centers of acregression
patternsof the model and observations.
tion, as depicted in the troposphericregressionpattern
of the leading coupledmode, are arranged meridionally,
the meridional gradient of the regressionpattern of the
50-hPa field in the strong PVR, and thus the zonal
mean geostrophicwind, is reduced, whereas the amplitude of the waves of both ZWN 1 and 2 is visibly
increased.

Table

I also indicates

that

the difference

and their node line is mainly zonally directed. Therefore, in connection with this coupled circulation mode
in the climate model, this advective influence of the

circulation on the temperature of northwest Europe is
underestimated.

in

the heterogeneousregressionpatterns of the 500-hPa

A still-to-strong polar vortex in the weak PVR, and

a relativelylow spatialresolution(T21) smoothingthe

Table1:ZonalMeanZonalComponent
oftheGeostrophic
Wind(ug)andAmplitude
(Ak)
of Wavesof Zonal Wave Numbers(ZWN) k=l and k=2 for the Heterogeneous

Regression
Patternsof the50- and500-hPaGeopotential
Heightsat 58øN
50 hPa

u,e,
m/s
At, gpm
A2, gpm

500 hPa

weakPVR*

strong
PVR

weakPVR

strong
PVR

2.1
24(96%)

1.2
34(66%)

1.0
9 (98%)

0.8
8 (30%)

24(32%)

1 (1%)

3 (1%)

11 (58%)

The explainedfractionsof latitudinalvarianceof ZWNs 1 and2 are givenin parentheses.
PVR, polar vortex regime
.
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If the longitudinal structure of the year-to-year varia-

tion is geographically
fixed,the tinheseriesa(t) and b(t)
are not independent. One EOF can, then, explain the
total variability of the latitudinal field z•. Contrary
to this, when this variation is randomly distributed,

the correlationbetweena(t) and b(t) becomeszeroand
the total varianceis equallyshadedby two EOFs (50%
each). Thereforethe fraction of varianceexplainedby
the leading EOF can be used as a measure of the stationarity of the variation of the wave of ZWN k at a
specificlatitude.
We pe•fformed this analysis for the waves of both

Figure 5. The 850-hPa temperatureregressedon the
temporal expansioncoefficientof the 50-hPa singular ZWN 1 and 2, at eachlatitude of the NH (north of 20øN)
patternfor the (a) weakand (b) strongPVR. The con- grid and each available pressurelevel between 1000 and
tour intervalis 0.4 K. The light (dark) shadingindicates 30 hPa. The explained fractions of total variance of
that the absolute correlation

coefficients between the the leadingEOF, obtained from the individual analyses,
tinheseriesof the expansioncoefficientsand of the local are combined as a meridional crosssection. Figures 6a
temperatureexceeds0.3 (0.5).
and 6c show these meridional
cross sections of ZWN 1

orographyin the model, may explain the structural differencesbetween the observedand the modeled tropospheric pattern. However, we found a visible reduction
in the structural bias of the leading atmospheric circulation mode in the weak PVR in comparison with
the total model integration, although the reduction of
the cold bias in the high-latitude 50-hPa temperature
amounts to only 1 K.

and 2, respectively, for the weak PVR. The meridional
crosssection of the difference of this parameter between

the strongand weakPVR (strongminusweak)is given
in Figures6b (ZWN 1) and 6d (ZWN 2). In the weak
PVR a strong stationarity of waves of ZWN 1 can be

O

30

5O

4.3.

Causes

of the

Structural

Differences

Between the Coupled Modes of Both Regimes
We studied in more detail whether the strong differencesin the leading atmospheric variability mode can
be mainly attributed to the preferred enhancement of
an anomalouslystrongpolar-night vortex. From the results of the SVD analyses,it cannot be concludedthat
the circulation in the strong PVR is characterizedby a
higher variability of midlatitude waves of ZWN 2. We
compared the standard deviation of the amplitude of
this stationary wave, determinedfrom the geopotential
height fields, between both PVRs and did not find any
significant differences. Another possibility is that in
the strong PVR the variability of waves of ZWN 2 is
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more stationary than in the weak PVR. This would be

an indication of the stronger effect of the tropospheric
trapping of wave energy in the strong PVi•, which is
connectedwith an increase of equivalent-barotropic ef-

fects[Bovilleand Cheng,1988]. To study the spatial
variability structure of the individual zonal waves, EOF
analysis was used. We selected a specific latitude and
expandedthe individual realizations of the geopotential
height fields in their zonal Fourier harmonics. Let zk be
anomalousgeopotential height fields related to the kth
zonal wave component at a specific latitude. Then zk
at the longitude A of the year t is expressedas follows:

z•(A, t) = a(t) cos(kA)+ b(t) sin(kA).

Figure 6. Meridional cross section of the explained
fraction of total variance of the leading empirical or-

thogonalfunction (percent)as describedin text. Shown

are (a) weakPVR, ZWN 1; (b)strongminusweakPVR,
ZWN 1; (c) weakPVR, ZWN 2; and (d) strongminus
weak PVR, ZWN 2.
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found in the troposphere around 25øN and between pospheric temperature and humidity in lower latitudes
40 ø and 50øN. At midlatitudes more than 75% of to- due to the combinedgreenhouseeffect leads to a lifttal variance is explained by the leading EOF from the ing of the lower-latitude geopotentialheight layers and
surface to the 150-hPa level. In the strong PVR the thus to an initial intensification of the polar-night vortropospheric centers of stationarity are shifted south- tex by the strengtheningof the thermal wind. The cliward and are slightly increased. In the weak PVR the mate change sensitivity experiments of Shindell et al.
two troposphericcentersof high stationarity for ZWN 2 [1999a]and Grayet al. [1995]showa strengthening
can be found around 30øN and between 55ø and 65øN. of the stratospheric polar vortex with rising anthroIn the strongPVR the degreeof stationarityis more pogenicforcing. An intensifiedpolar vortex is related to
than 10% higherin both centers.For the midlatitude changedtransmission-refractionproperties of vertically
centerthe differenceincreases
with increasingaltitude, propagating troposphericwaves and may produce troand the leadingEOF of ZWN 2 explainsmorethan 70% posphericcirculation anomaliessimilar to the positive
of total variance from the surface to the 50-hPa level. phase of the leading coupled circulation mode.

At these latitudes the highestamplitudeof the leadThereforewe studiedthe exaggeration
of the coupled
ing EOF can be found. We alsodetermined
the phase mode of atmospheric winter circulation due to anthroof the first EOF of ZWN 2, for example,the longitude pogenicGHG forcingin an experiment,carriedout with
wherethe first extremum(minimumor maximum)of the ECHAM3-LSG model. The GHG forcingis based
the wave is found. At midlatitudes, where the maxi- on observations
(1880-1985)and the IPCC (1990) scemum changein the degreeof stationarityoccursin the narioA (business
asusual,1986-2084)[Houghton
et al.,
upper troposphereand lower stratosphere,we found an

1990].Theyearlywinter(December-January-February)

eastwardshift of phasein the strongPVR relative to responsepatterns were calculated as differencepatterns
the weak one. For instance, at 58øN and the 500-hPa betweenthe individualwinter meansof the GHG experlevel the phase amounts to 63øE and 72øE for the weak

iment and the long-term winter mean of the controlrun.

andstrongPVR, respectively.The eastwardphaseshift The global average was removed froin the individual
decreases
with increasingheight. This shift amountsto winter mean geopotentialheight fields of the scenario
5ø and 2ø at the 200-hPaand 50-hPalevel,respectively. simulationbeforedeterminingthe differencepatterns.
At higheraltitudesthe increaseof stationarityof the This allowsone to neglectthe globalmean increasein
variability of ZWN 2 is more important.
the geopotentialheight causedby the thermal expanAsexpected
in a strongPVR, thedynamical
coupling sion of the atmospheredue to increasingtemperature.
betweenthe troposphereand stratosphereis consider- We projected thesedifferencepatterns of 50- and 500ably reduced. We have shown that this is related to a hPa geopotentialheightsonto the respectivesingular
changein the spatialstructureof the leadingcoupled patterns, isolated by SVD analysisof the total unforced
variabilitymodeof tropospheric
and stratospheric
cir- model run. The time seriesof the projections,normalculationin the studiedclimatemodel. In the strong ized by the standarddeviationof the respectivecontrol
PVR the moreeffectivetropospheric
trappingof sta- run, ac, are shownin Figure 7. After 1980 a preferred
tionarywaveenergyof ZWN 2 at midlatitudes
changes enhancementof the positivephaseof the main coupled
the zonal variability structureof this stationarywave circulationmode, both in the stratosphereand in the
in the troposphereas well as in the stratosphere.In troposphere,can be seen. The interannual variability,
the next sectionwe want to give an applicationof the as it is depicted in this coupledmode, decreaseswith
knowledgeabout the spatial structureof the associated the increaseof the GHG concentration.Extremesonly
patterns in a strong PVR.

occur in the positive phase of this mode.

5. The Exaggeration of the Leading

The time seriesfor 50-hPageopotentialheights(Figure 7a) revealsthat in the studiedGHG forcingexperiment, the stratosphericpolar vortex strengthenscon-

Coupled Mode by the Increased

tinuously with increasing GHG concentration. This
changesthe conditionfor the vertical propagationof
Palmer[1993]suggested
that the impactof enhanced tropospheric planetary waves. Thus a reduction of dyatmospheric CO2 concentration manifests itself as an namical interaction between tropospheric and stratoincreasein certain preferredpatternsof internal vari- sphericcirculationunder strongerGHG forcingmay be
abilityof the atmosphere
ratherthanin somenewpat- connectedwith a transition to a new dynamic regime
tern of atmospheric
variabilitywhichis orthogonalto similar to the strong PVR which was isolated in the
Greenhouse

Effect

the internalmodes.Orthogonality
of the response
pat- controlrun. To isolatethe leadingcoupledvariability
tern is the main prerequisite
for the applicationof op- mode of stratosphericand troposphericcirculationuntimal fingerprintanalysis[Hasselmann,
1993].Thereis derstrongerGHG forcing,weperformeda SVD analysis
a physicalprocesswhichcan explainthe exaggeration betweenwintermeanNH 50- and 500-hPageopotenof the leadingcoupledvariabilitymodeby increasing tial heightsusing the last 70 years of the GHG simGHG forcingvia changesin the stratospheric
circula- ulation (2014-2084). The long-termlocal trendswere
tion [Perlwitzand Gray,1995]. The increase
in tro- removedbefore applying the SVD approach. As ex-
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the coupled troposphere-stratospherecirculation in the
weak and strong PVR. We determined spatial pattern
correlationsbetween the patterns of the model response
of NH 50- and 500-hPa geopotential heights with the

50 hPa geopotentialheight

b)

IN DIFFERENT

singular patterns of the coupled modes for both the
strong and weak PVR. This correlationcoefficientcan
vary between-1.0 and 1.0 and clearly stressesthe structural pattern similarity and not the anomalies. The
time seriesof pattern correlation determined for over-

lapping
decadal
mean(11-year)
response
patterns
are

given in Figure 9. The overlappingdecadal averages
reduce the spatial and temporal noise associatedwith
higher-frequencyvariability. After 1990, there is, in
..........................................................
........................
"I
.................
I...................................
general, a higher similarity between the responsepatterns and the associatedpatterns of the model's strong
PVR
than of the weak one. For the strongPVR the pat'4o
o'oo
tern correlations

Figure 7. Time series of projections of response
pattern, determined from a transient greenhousegas
(GHG) forcingexperiment,onto the singularpatterns
of leading atmosphericcirculationmode, determined
from the 1900-year control run. The tinhe series for

of the 50-hPa

level fluctuate

between

0.6 and 0.7, while the spatial pattern correlationsof the
500-hPa level are higher and can reach values greater

than 0.8, explainingabout 70% of the l 1-yearsmoothed
spatial responsestructure.

We also studied the similarity between the response
(a) 50-hPageopotential
heightfield(northof 20øN)and
(b) 500-hPageopotential
heightfield (northof 20øN) of the 850-hPa temperature and the regressionpatterns
are nomalized by the standard deviation a c of the in- shownin Figure5. The temporalcourse(Figure9c) fol-

dividual projections of the control run.

lowsmainly the time seriesof spatial pattern correlation
of the 500-hPa geopotentialheight field. The mean pattern correlation

coefficients

after 1990 amount

to about

pected, the associatedpatterns capture very well the

0.6 for the pattern of the strong PVR, indicating that
36% of the hemisphericresponsecan be explained.
PVR. We found that the concurrent variation of the
We have shownthat the strength of the stratospheric
meridionalpressureseesawoverthe North Atlantic and
polar vortex is a control parameter for the structure
North Pacificof NH 500-hPacirculation(Figure 8) is
of the climate change responsein tropospheric temmorepronounced
than in the model'sstrongPVR (Fig- perature and circulation in the studied climate change
ure 4d). Both high-latitudecentersof action over the experiment. The spatial pattern correlation remains
ocean show about the sanhevalue of the regressioncosmaller than 1.0 becauseother processes,the air-sea inefficient(25 gpm), whereasthe meridionalpressuresee- teraction, for example, are also very important for the
sawin the strongPVR is clearlystrongeroverthe North

features of the correspondingpatterns of the strong

Atlantic

than over the North Pacific. In the studied cli-

mate changeexperimentthe strengthof the seesawover
the North Atlantic is visibly reduced under increased
anthropogenicforcing. Relative to the regressionmap
of the strong PVR of the controlrun, the map of the
GHG experimentshowsa southwardshift of the node
line betweenpositiveand negativeanomaliesover both
oceans. Additionally, an eastward shift of the centers
of action over the North Atlantic is found.

The latter

result correspondspartly to the study of Ulbrich and
Christoph[1999]. They studiedthe shift of the centers
of action of the NAO with increasingGHG forcing in
the AOGCM ECHAM3/OPYC (T42), usingsea level
pressure,and found a northeastwardshift.
We were also interested in the consequencesof a polar vortex intensified by increasedGHG concentration
for the structure of the responsein atmospheric circulation. With the associatedpatterns of the leading

development
of the climatechangeresponse[Timmetmann et al., 1998, 1999].
6.

Discussion

and

Conclusions

We studied the leading coupledmode between the
tinheseriesof NH 50- and 500-hPa geopotentialheights
for two climate regimesof a 1900-year control run, car-

ried out with the AOGCM ECHAM3-LSG (T21). The
two regimesdiffer on the interdecadaltimescalein the
strengthof the stratosphericpolar vortex and therefore
in the transmission-refractionproperties of vertically
propagatingtroposphericwaves. We found that this
differencehas consequences
for the spatial structuresof
the coupled mode between both regimes, which were
determined with a linear statistical analysis method.
The spatial structures of the leading coupledvariability mode of observationaldata better match the correspondingpatterns of the model'sweak PVR than those
of the strong one's. In the model's strong PVR the

coupledmode in the differentPVRs, a basisfor such
an analysis is given. We studied the similarity be- concurrent variation of waves of ZWN 2 in the tropotween the climate changeresponsein troposphericand sphereand stratosphereis increased,whereasthe instratosphericcirculationand the associatedpatterns of teraction of tropospheric waves with the mean strato-
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GHG concentrationmanifests itself mainly as an increasein certain preferred patterns of internal variability of the atmosphere.We clearly focusedon the winter
seasonand isolated physically filtered patterns representing the related variation of stratospheric and tropospheric circulation on the interannual timescale. We
could show, however, that the spatial structure of the
climate changepatterns alters with increasedforcing.
One parameter for this changeis the intensificationof
the
stratospheric polar vortex with increasing green0oE
house effect. This intensificationleads not only to an
Figure 8. The 500-hPa heterogeneousregressionpat- exaggerationof the positive phase of the leading couterns of SVD analysis between 50- and 500-hPa geopotential heights for the GHG experiment on the basis pled variability mode but also to a changein the strucof the time period 2014-2084 of the simulation. The ture of this mode. Under increasedGHG forcing, both
the responseand the coupledvariability betweentroposhading correspondsto Figure 4.

sphericand stratosphericcirculationitself havea high
similarity to the leading coupledmode of the model's
spheric flow is reduced. Because of the more effecstrongPVR. The changedstructureof the leadingcoutive tropospherictrapping of stationarywave energyof
pled mode can be interpretedas the orthogonalsignal
ZWN 2 at midlatitudes, the zonal variability structure
evolvingfrom externalforcingthat is studiedin optimal
of this wave on the interannual
timescale is considerfingerprintanalysis[Hasselmann,
1993].

ably influencedby barotropic effectsin the troposphere
There are increasing efforts to attribute the coldas well as in the stratosphere.For the studiedintegra- seasonclimatechange,whichhas beenobservedduring
tion with the AOGCM ECHAM3-LSG, we could show
that the phase in which the North Atlantic and the
North Pacific varies concurrently on the interannual
timescale is influenced by the strength of the stratosphericpolar vortex during the analysisperiod. During
1.0
periods with a preferred exaggerationof a strong po:•
0.6
lar vortex, the inphase variation of both atmospheric
regions is emphasized. Our analysis is clearly focused
on the investigation of atmosphericcirculation modes. ._o -0.2
On the interannual timescale,the variability of the sea
surfacetemperature is primarily forced by atmospheric • -1.0
•60 ' 1 0 ' 2000 2020 2040 2060 2080
1880 1900 1920 1940 19

a)

50
hPa
geopotential
height

o

variability[e.g.,Delworth,1996]. For the explanation

500 hPa geopotentialheight

of atmosphericvariability on multiyear to multidecadal
timescales,however, the interaction of the atmosphere

1.o

of a climatemodel[e.g.,Timmermannet al., 1998]and

i

,

i

,

i

,

0.2

with the oceanbecomes
important[e.g., Rodwellet al.,
1999]. With this paperwe wantedto showthat besides
the ocean,the strength of the stratosphericpolar vortex
is alsoan important parameter for the understandingof
both variability modesof the atmosphere-oceansystem
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features of observedclimate variability. Further stud- :_• 0.6
ies are required to determinewhether a changedtropo- •) 0.2
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sphericanomalystructure,resultingfrom changesin the .:_o
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_
strength of the stratosphericpolar vortex in individual
'
years, contributes to the amplification and stabilization • -1.0
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of longer timescalemodesof the atmosphere-oceansystem.
Figure 9. Time series of the spatial pattern correThe leading coupled variability mode of the tropo- lation between the decadal responsepatterns and the
sphere-stratospherecirculation as well as the response singularpatterns of the model's leading coupledcircuof winter circulation were studied in a climate change lationmodefor both the model'sweakPVR (solidline)
experiment with increasingGHG concentrationcarried and strongPVR (shadedline). Shownare (a) 50-hPa
heightfield (north of 20øN), (b)500-hPa
out with the same model. In this experiment a large geopotential
geopotential
heightfield (north of 20øN), and (c) 850part of the climate changesignal is carried by the lead- hPa temperature(north of 20øN). The corresponding
ing coupled mode. This result confirms the idea of referencepatterns of the 850-hPa temperatureare given
Palmer [1993]that the impactof enhancedatmosphericin Figure 5.
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the last 40 years, to the increasedGHG effect. Our results emphasizetwo important points which have to be
consideredwhen comparing observed climate changes
with the cold-seasonGHG responseof sensitivity experiments with comprehensiveclimate models.
First, the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex
of a climate model usedfor the study of climate changes
during winter is one crucial parameter that determines
the spatial structure of the climate responseand the
strength of the signal. This conclusionagreeswith the

IN DIFFERENT

CLIMATE

REGIMES
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Boville, B. A., Influence of the polar night jet on the tropospheric circulation in a GCM, J. Atmos. Sci., 41, 11321142, 1984.

Boville, B. A., and X. Cheng, Upper boundary effect in a
general circulation model, J. Atmos. Sci., ,•5, 2591-2606,
1988.

Bretherton, C. S., C. Smith, and J. M. Wallace, An intercomparision of methods for finding coupled patterns in
climate data, J. Clim., 5, 541-560, 1992.
Charhey, J. G., and P. G. Drazin, Propagation of planetary-scale disturbances from the lower into the upper atmosphere, J. Geophys. Res., 66, 83-109, 1961.

resultsof Shindellet al. [1999a].They foundconsider- Cheng, X., and T. J. Dunkerton, Orthogonal rotation of

spatial patterns derived from singular value composition
analysis, J. Clim., 9. 2631-2643, 1995.
Cherry, S., Singular value decompositionanalysisand canonical correlation analysis, J. Clim., 9, 2003-2009, 1996.
concentration.
Cubasch, U., R. Voss, G. C. Hegerl, J. Waszkewitz, and T.
J. Crowley, Simulation of the influence of solar radiation
Second, the representation of the variability of the
variationson the global climate with an ocean-atmosphere
planetary wavesin the climate model influencesthe spageneral circulation model, Clim. Dyn., 13, 757-767, 1997.
tial structure of the winter responsesin circulation and Dameris, M., V. Grewe, R. Hein, C. Schnadt, C. Briihl,
temperature. One reason is the intensification of the
and B. Steil, Assessmentof the future development of the
stratosphericpolar vortex with rising GHG concentraozone layer, Geophys. Res. Left., 25, 3579-3582, 1998.
tion, which leads to a changeof the structure of plane- Delworth, T. L., North Atlantic interannual variability in a
coupled ocean-atmospheremodel, J. Clim., 9, 2356-2375,
tary wavesthat are trapped in the tropospherewhen the

able differencesin the changeof the AO index, depending on the representationof the stratospherein their
climate model, which were forced with increasingGHG

polar vortex is intensified. The predominant changein
the zonal structure of the variability of waves of ZWN 2
may be partly attributed to the relatively coarsehori-

1996.

Dunkerton, T. J., and M.P. Baldwin, Quasi-biennial modulation of planetary-wave fluxes in the Northern Hemisphere winter, J. Atmos. Sci., JS, 1043-1061, 1991.
zontal resolution(5.6ø). Other important factorsmay Feser, F., H.-F. Graf, and J. Perlwitz, Secular variability of
the coupled tropospheric and stratospheric circulation in
be the vertical resolution and, as explained in the prethe GCM ECHAM3/LSG, J. Theoret. Appl. Meteorol.,
vious point, the top height of the model.
in press, 1999.
Thus an evaluation
of climate models used for senGraf, H.-F., I. Kirchner, A. Robock, and I. Schult, Pinatubo
sitivity experiments should include the investigation
eruption winter climate effects: Model versus observations, Clim. Dyn., 9, 81-93, 1993.
of the coupled variability modes of troposphere-stratosphere circulation. It is of the greatest importance Graf, H.-F., J. Perlwitz, I. Kirchner, and I. Schult, Recent northern winter climate trends, ozone changes and
that climate models properly represent the energy and
increasedgreenhousegasforcing, Contrib. A tmos. Phys.,

structure of the leading atmosphericvariability mode
68, 233-248, 1995.
becausethis mode can be exaggeratedby stratospheric Graf, H.-F., I. Kirchner, and J. Perlwitz, Changing lower

stratospheric circulation: The role of ozone and greenaerosolsfrom tropical volcaniceruptions[Grayet al..
housegases,J. Geophys.Res., 103, 11,251-11,261, 1998.
1993; Kodera, 1994], reducedozoneconcentrationat
Hasselmann, K., Optimal fingerprints for the detection of
the end of the winter [Grayet al., 1998],solaractivity
time-dependent climate change, J. Clim., 6, 1957-1971,
[Shindellet al., 1999b],and, as demonstrated
by Shin1993.
dell et al. [1999a],Graf et al. [1995],and this study, Hasselmann,K., L. Bengtsson,U. Cubasch, G. C. Hegerl,

the increasinganthropogenicgreenhouseeffect.
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